Abstract -A large number of adjustable -speed drives in monitoring and fault/diagnosis schemes the incipient faults can industry and emerging applications such as automotive (EV be detected in their early stages. Thus maintenances and or HEV) require high dynamic performances, robustness downtime expenses can be reduced and reliability can be against parameter variation and also reliability. parameter improved. detuning and mechanical speed sensor faults lead to a deterioration of the performances and even to instability. The indirect field oriented control (IFOC) is the most common therefore condition monitoring is becoming mandatory in control method for implementing high performance induction those sensitive applications.
electrical and mechanical components of the machine but also Fuzzy logic technology can be used to provide inexpensive but to the mechanical speed sensor. Hence the condition monitoring effective fault detection mechanism by an adequate analysis of is becoming mandatory in sensitive applications like automotive the recorded data [16] [17] [18] [19] . Fuzzy logic technique is easy to for example [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Moreover on-line fault diagnosis technology extend and modify by the incorporation of new data or of incipient faults for induction drives is rapidly emerging to information. Based on measurement data this approach may aid avoid the unpredictable failure [1] . Different invasive and non in data management for fault diagnostics purpose. Using invasive approaches for motor incipient fault knowledge of the motor condition, the proposed technique is detection/diagnosis have been reported [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Many of the applied to separate machine variations parameters effects and motor incipient fault detection/diagnosis schemes can be sensor position faults. applied non invasively on-line without the need of expensive The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the monitoring equipment by using a microprocessor. technique based on fuzzy logic. o The last block is fault assessment which provides V. FUZZYAPPROACH VALIDATION an indication of the fault and its severity. In this work a fuzzy system is used to strictly tie the operating conditions of the motor with the diagnosis that can be given by
To evaluate the diagnosis method a deviation of examination of the data analysis given in §111. A60 = +20 or A6, =-1 is considered. Fig. 3 shows the The inputs of the fuzzy evaluation block are chosen and are fuzzy output (fault severity FS (/o) 
